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Sampling limitations in electron microscopy questions whether the analysis of a bulk material is re-
presentative, especially while analyzing hierarchical morphologies that extend over multiple length
scales. We tackled this problem by automatically acquiring a large series of partially overlapping (S)TEM
images with sufficient resolution, subsequently stitched together to generate a large-area map using an
in-house developed acquisition toolbox (TU/e Acquisition ToolBox) and stitching module (TU/e Stitcher). In
addition, we show that quantitative image analysis of the large scale maps provides representative in-
formation that can be related to the synthesis and process conditions of hierarchical materials, which
moves electron microscopy analysis towards becoming a bulk characterization tool. We demonstrate the
power of such an analysis by examining two different multi-phase materials that are structured over
multiple length scales.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer composites have a broad range of applications from
simple commodity plastics (e.g., cups, bottles, food packaging) to
high-end materials (e.g., strong but light weight aviation and
aerospace structures, EM-shielding and biomedical coatings). To
tailor the (macroscopic) functional properties of polymer compo-
sites, a proper understanding on how the nanoscopic morphology
translates into function over multiple length scales is required.
Especially in multiphase polymer blends and polymer/particle
composites, a hierarchical morphology is often introduced by
processing [1,2], which extends from the nanometer scale (e.g.,
size and arrangement of crystalline lamella, nanoparticles) via the
micrometer scale (phase separation into domains, homogeneity)
to the macroscale (mechanical strength, functional and surface
properties). Hence, a bottom-up multiscale characterization and
analysis of the resulting hierarchical structures is essential for
improving processing conditions and for designing novel materials
and devices.

Morphologies of organic, inorganic or hybrid materials can be
analyzed by scattering and microscopic techniques, like X-ray
scattering (WAXS and SAXS), SEM, FIB–SEM, (S)TEM, AFM and
tomography. All these techniques have their own niches and
limitations, particularly for analyzing multiscale morphologies on
millimeter scale with nanometer resolution. Though scattering
analysis can probe large volumes with nanometer resolution, local
analysis of any particular features, like phase separation, agglom-
eration, orientation distribution, pore size distribution and volume
fraction distribution is difficult and features are hard to distinguish
in the, basically unknown, overall morphology, as the information
is clouded by overall averaged information. Imaging techniques
provide a more intuitive representation of the morphology and
allows for the analysis of specific features. Besides that, imaging
provides directly a model for complicated morphologies that can
be used in scattering analysis [3,4]. Imaging techniques like X-ray
mapping, SEM, and FIB–SEM provide an excellent platform for
surface as well as bulk analysis of morphologies at the mesoscale;
however, these techniques are usually limited by resolution down
to few tens of nanometers due to their larger probe size compared
to (S)TEM. Despite (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy
((S)TEM) can provide structural information with nanometer re-
solution [5,6], it mainly deals with the morphologies from the
micrometer scale down to the nanometer level [7,8]. This fact is
often referred to as the sampling limitation in TEM while analyz-
ing multiscale morphologies [9,10] and may lead to erroneous or
subjective interpretations of images just depending on the chosen
area, especially for heterogeneous and hierarchically ordered
multiphase materials.
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2. (S)TEM sampling limitations

Due to the limited size of (S)TEM images, one can either decide
to image at low magnification with a relatively large field of view
at the cost of resolution or at high magnification with high-re-
solution, thus reducing the imaged area to below 10�12 m2. Hence
in conventional practice, for capturing the morphology of complex
materials, several high-resolution images are acquired at various
regions of the sample supported by low magnification and low-
resolution overviews (Fig. 1a–c). By doing so, the entire mor-
phology can be assessed visually, but connectivity and continuity
from one region to another, including quantification, is not ob-
tainable. This sheds some doubts on the validity of the conclusions
derived from a few TEM images (Fig. 1b and c) for the analysis of
hierarchical systems over multiple length scales.

Multi-scale imaging of hierarchical materials is even more fa-
ceted as one rather needs to look from the point of view of ima-
ging for a representative volume element, i.e., the smallest volume
over which a measurement can be made that will yield a value
representative of the bulk material. Imaging of representative
volumes can be split up into two contributions: (1) imaging large-
areas and (2) combined with as thick as possible sections to make
the process efficient. However, Bright-Field (BF)-TEM is not the
most suitable imaging mode for thick sections. In BF-TEM the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases considerably with increasing
section thickness (Fig. 1d). This eventually results in such low
contrast that interpretation and quantification becomes un-
feasible. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) has
shown potential to image thick samples (Fig. 1e and f) with nan-
ometer resolution and with good contrast between phases [11].
Following previous studies by Aoyama et al. [12], Motoki et al. [13],
Loos et al. [14], and in our experience images of thick sections of
polymers and composites are best acquired in STEM mode using a
high acceleration voltage (in our case 300 kV) and by choosing an
Fig. 1. (a) TEM overview of a polymer nanocomposite (PSPPO/MWCNT); (b, c) BF-TEM im
(d) BF-TEM image of 500 nm thick section poor SNR and contrast. Image was acquired wi
higher contrast); (f) STEM image of 1 mm thick section still showing good contrast and
optimum balance between the probe convergence angle, the de-
sired resolution and the camera length which might vary between
samples.

The solution to overcome the sampling limitation is to record
images sequentially with a small overlap between the images and
stitch them together to achieve a large area map. Depending on
the material to be analyzed, the required field of view to record
representative information can be potentially extended to the
entire TEM grid. Manual data collection and stitching of such a
huge number of images is impractical, which triggered us to au-
tomate the entire process for STEM (and TEM) imaging.

Microscope automation is a well-developed technique, espe-
cially in the field of biology and many (S)TEM automation software
packages are available for various applications including: auto-
matic tilt series acquisition in electron tomography (TOM Toolbox
[15], SerialEM [16], UCSF Leginon [17], EM-TOMO, emScope [18]),
automatic single particle acquisition (Auto-EM [19], EM-SPC,
Xplore3D (FEI)). Along with these, some large-area EM data ac-
quisition software are also available [10,15,16,20–22]; never-
theless, there is a lack of a STEM large area-acquisition toolbox,
e.g., for polymers and composites research.

Hence, we implemented a (S)TEM automation package for re-
cording, stitching and quantification of ultra-large (S)TEM maps. In
the following sections automation of data acquisition (Section 3),
alignment and stitching (Section 4), quantification by image ana-
lysis (Section 5) and applications to analysis of assemblies of car-
bon nanotubes in a polymer latex (Section 6) and multi-layer co-
extruded polymer tapes (Section 7) will be discussed.
3. Automated image acquisition

Automatic image acquisition in both STEM and TEM mode was
implemented on our TU/e CryoTitan by utilizing the TEM scripting
age illustrating the variation in the network morphology between different regions;
th defocus of �5 mm; (e) STEM image of 500 nm thick section showing significantly
SNR.



Fig. 2. Flowchart illustrating the process of acquiring and storing images in the TU/
e Acquisition ToolBox.
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component of the FEI microscope software, which enables the
communication between a client script and the EM (See Sup-
porting information, SI, Figure S1). An outline of the automatic
Fig. 3. Schematic of the stitching procedure to obtain a unified large-area map from indiv
excessive backlash. Scale bars are 500 nm.
acquisition workflow is displayed in Fig. 2. We used Python 2.7.2
version as scripting language because of its extensive range of
available libraries and packages. PyInstaller and pyWin32 were
used to create an executable and to create a COM connection with
the TEM scripting interface, respectively. NumPy and SciPy li-
braries were used for mathematical operations such as automated
focus correction. To prevent any breakdown in communication
between the client script and the TEM scripting interface, we
implemented operations in several threads. During data acquisi-
tion the microscope stage follows a serpentine movement to
prevent excessive backlash between subsequent positions (see
arrows in Fig. 3). Besides that, to prevent shakedown, an optimum
time delay is given between the end of each stage movement and
the beginning of each image acquisition. Acquisition parameters,
such as dwell time, image size, autofocus settings and saving for-
mats, can be set and controlled by a web-based graphical user
interface (GUI) constructed in JavaScript (angularJS). A local web
server for the GUI was developed on a Flask framework, which
communicates via webSockets. Details on the autofocussing pro-
cedure and a screenshot of the GUI can be found in the SI, Section
II. We denote the complete software package as the TU/e Acquisi-
tion ToolBox.
idual images. White arrow represents the serpentine movement of stage to prevent
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4. Stitching

For a complete analysis and quantification of the acquired data,
the individual images need to be stitched together to generate a
single ultra-large EM map. Handy stitching applications are al-
ready available in software such as Adobe Photoshop, Autostitch
and stitching plugin in Fiji (ImageJ). The stitching plugin in Fiji is a
well-known stitching tool widely used, also for stitching EM
images [23,24], and we decided to extend its applicable range, as
the standard Fiji implementation is limited to a 4 GB file size. In
brief, the Fiji stitching algorithm computes the normalized cross
correlation co-efficient in the overlap areas of subsequent image
pairs to calculate the final image shifts in the entire dataset. This
list of shifts or offsets between the individual images is then ex-
ported in text format. In addition one can also export the com-
pletely stitched data (if o4 GB) to standard image formats like tiff,
png, etc. More details on the workflow of the Fiji's stitching al-
gorithm are given in the SI, Section III. Due to restrictions of the
maximum file size to 4 GB, exporting data in TIFF fails during
fusing images that contain more than 447202 pixels (5th step in SI,
Section III). In addition, the algorithm also fails for the datasets
that contain more than E625 images, possibly due to a memory
size restriction on JAVA variables (4th step in SI, Section III). The
4 GB file size limit is overcome using our custom MATLAB script
TU/e Stitcher that uses the image shift positions calculated by Fiji as
the input data to compile the raw data of the complete field of
view into a unified matrix (image) that is saved as a single MA-
TLAB (.mat) file. This data file can be easily handled by MATLAB on
a workstation with sufficient RAM (192 GB in our case) for further
processing (e.g., structural quantification by image analysis) and
for exporting to any standard image formats like tiff, png, etc. A
schematic of the stitching process and an example are shown in
Fig. 3.

To minimize the processing time, even for very large datasets,
the data are split into several parts so that the stitching process
can be carried out in parallel. For exporting the stitched data to tiff
format, each part can only be set to a maximum size of 447202

pixels (E4 GB) due to standard tiff limitation. For better handling
of memory while stitching very large images, we use 16-bit integer
data types (rather than standard MATLAB double data type), which
results in a 4 times improvement in speed. To minimize artifacts
from sample preparation (varying section thickness), acquisition
(alignment and stability over long periods) and stitching (overlap
between images), optional functions such as non-uniform back-
ground correction, non-linear blending and grid corrections are
included. Detailed discussions of these functions can be found in
the SI, Section IV–VI.
5. Quantification by image analysis

Besides qualitative assessments of the data by visual inspec-
tion, quantification of sample morphologies is becoming increas-
ingly important in materials science. Quantification of structural
properties is essential as, e.g., the volume fraction of components
[8], the pore size distribution [25] or the orientation of features
[26], all relate to the synthesis and processing conditions [27,28].
Moreover, any quantitative analysis is significantly influenced by
the sampled volume (sampling limitation) and conclusive in-
formation can only be obtained by analyzing a representative
volume. Hence, quantification of large-scale (S)TEM maps of
hierarchical materials, as, e.g., generated by the TU/e Acquisition
ToolBox and Stitcher, could emerge as an extension of (S)TEM to-
wards the study of macroscopic sample properties. The required
quantification is specific for each sample, but in general quantifi-
cation is often based on thresholding to distinguish between
different components in the sample. In the following we illu-
strated the versatility and power of quantitative nanoscopy on two
examples: (1) assemblies of spin-coated, polymer latex-carbon
nanotubes mixtures (Section 6) and (2) co-extruded multilayer
polymer tapes (Section 7).
6. Spin-coated polymer latex-carbon nanotube composite

The deposition by spin-coating of a polymer latex/carbon na-
notube (CNT) composite is investigated, as this material has a high
potential for transparent electrodes in sensors and solar cells. The
mutual interactions of the polymer latex particles and the carbon
nanotubes, their size and size distributions significantly influence
the morphology of the deposited CNT network, which in turn
controls the macroscopic functional properties, i.e., the electrical
conductivity [29–31]. In addition to that, deposition conditions,
such as spin-coating speed or temperature, are also known to in-
fluence the final electrical conductivity [32,33]. Here we specifi-
cally analyze the preferential orientation of single-walled carbon
nanotube assemblies (SWCNT) deposited from polymer latex/
SWCNT mixtures spin-coated at 2000 rpm. Information on the
preparation and deposition of these polymer latex/CNT mixtures
can be found in the SI, Section VII.

In Fig. 4, a large-area map of single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and methyl methacrylate/t-butyl acetate (MMA/t-BA)
polymer latex particles covering an area of (100 mm)2 are dis-
played. The overall distribution of SWCNTs and polymer latex
particles is inhomogeneous, as shown in Fig. 4a, b, c, e and f. The
SWCNTs are mainly found inside (Fig. 4d, i, and l) and surrounding
the latex particles (Fig. 4d), as well as in areas connecting the latex
containing regions (Fig. 4g, h, j, and k). Additional images of locally
occurring morphologies can be found in the SI, Section VIII, Figure
S10. Hence, a web-like network of SWCNT's is formed that facil-
itates electrical conduction over macroscopic distances (mm to
cm). While the alignment of the SWCNTs seems random over the
web-like network at first sight, the electrical conductivity mea-
sured parallel to the spin-coating direction is actually 3 times
higher (∼120 S/m) than in the perpendicular direction (∼40 S/m)
[34]. These macroscopic measurements indicate that SWCNT
alignment parallel to the spin coating direction occurs, most likely
from the outward flow of the latex particles during spin-coating.
To verify the preferential alignment of the SWCNT's with spin
coating direction, we quantitatively analyzed the large area map.

In brief, quantification includes filtering and thresholding to
isolate the SWCNT's from the background and latex particles, la-
beling of connected regions (SWCNT fragments) and determina-
tion of their orientation by measuring the angle between the
SWCNT and spin-coating direction. Additional details on seg-
mentation and quantification can be found in the Supporting in-
formation, SI, Section IX. Fig. 5 shows a polar plot displaying the
distribution of the SWCNTs over the orientation angle illustrating
the overall alignment of the SWCNTs with the spin-coating di-
rection. The increase in angular count towards the extreme angles
(i.e., 0°–10° and 170°–180°) indicates the global alignment, which
is parallel to the spin-coating direction.

Here we emphasize again that if such measurements are car-
ried out on areas/volumes smaller than the representative volume,
the results will vary significantly as illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a
shows a large-scale map of (20 mm)2 illustrating the preferential
orientation of SWCNTs; however, a large-scale map of the same
size (Fig. 6b) but located at a different position, shows a com-
pletely different morphology, in this case we can observe random
orientation of the SWCNTs. Quantitative image analysis on Fig. 6a
and b shows the significant difference in the alignment of SWCNTs
(Fig. 7), which ultimately results in contradicting interpretations,



Fig. 4. Large-area BF-TEM map, illustrating the assembly of MMA/t-BA polymer latex-SWCNT over several length scales. The white arrow in Fig. 4a represents the direction
parallel to spin-coating. The insets correspond to larger magnification images with the same label. White scale bars are 15 mm and black scale bars are 1 mm.

Fig. 5. Polar plot showing the distribution in orientation of SWCNTs. The dis-
tribution is summed-up values in 4 different meshes shown in Fig. 4a.
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depending on the chosen area of imaging. The segmented images
of Fig. 6 can be found in the SI, Section X. Now the question arises,
whether or not the histogram shown in Fig. 5 is representative. In
other words, what is the size of the representative area/volume?
To extract the size of the representative volume, we carried out a
histogram analysis as a function of area and results are presented
in the SI, Section XI. This show that for areas larger than (48 k)2

pixels, corresponding to 602 μm2, results in virtually identical or-
ientation distributions. The area analyzed (Fig. 5) is significantly
larger than this minimum area (602 μm2) and thus represents the
orientation of SWCNTs accurately.

From the large-scale images and quantitative image analysis
illustrated above, we conclude that the overall SWCNT alignment
is tailored across three hierarchical orders of alignments of
SWCNTs, namely (1) locally aligned SWCNTs (for several mm) in
between the latex particles or in the boundaries of the latex par-
ticles connecting several latex containing regions (Figs. 4g and 4h),
(2) mesoscale alignment of SWCNTs for several tens of mm (Fig. 6a)
and (3) global SWCNT alignment along the spin-coating direction
for several mm and cm (can be realized from the polar plot, Fig. 5).
The frequency and distribution of this hierarchical ordering is
controlled by the size and the size distribution of the SWCNTs and
polymer latex particles as well as the fabrication conditions, like
spin-coating speed and temperature. Obviously, the overall mor-
phology ultimately determines the electrical conductivity [34].

7. Multi-layer co-extruded i-PP/HDPE polymer tapes

Multi-layer co-extrusion is a technique to fabricate multi-layer



Fig. 6. Large-scale BF-TEM images illustrating (a) the aligned and (b) the almost randomly oriented SWCNTs. Black scale bars are 2 mm and white scale bars are 500 nm.
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polymer tapes from tens to hundreds of micrometers in thickness
composed of individual layers with thicknesses varying from
E100 nm to several mm. Detailed information on the fabrication of
such multi-layer polymer blends can be found in l′Abee et al. [1]
and other references [35,36]. Multi-layer polymer tapes are uti-
lized for food packaging and high-toughness materials on account
of their excellent barrier properties such as low oxygen perme-
ability. Gas transport occurs only/mainly through the amorphous
regions between the crystalline lamellas introduced by processing.
More precisely, lamellae orientation, i.e., perpendicular or parallel
to the permeation direction, and the total amount of crystallinity
as well as the resulting dimensions of the amorphous regions tune
Fig. 7. Polar histogram illustrating the orientation distribution of SWCNTs
the film properties Furthermore, by proper designing the proces-
sing conditions, such as cooling speed, the number of layers, the
layer thickness and the distance between layers, the amount of
crystallinity and lamellae orientation within the phases can be
controlled. For instance, in i-PP/HDPE (iso-tactic polypropylene/
high-density polyethylene) multi-layer polymer blends, reducing
the thickness of i-PP layer sandwiched between HDPE layers, in-
duces confined crystallization of i-PP layers, which in-turn con-
trols the gas permeability of the multilayer system [37]. The for-
mation of such confined nanoscale morphologies throughout
macroscale films is strongly influenced by the processing (film
drawing) conditions, such as temperature and temperature
in (a) an aligned region and (b) an almost randomly oriented region.



Fig. 8. (a) Large-scale STEM micrographs of 20/80 i-PP/HDPE multi-layers. White regions (marked in arrows) represents the debris accumulated during cutting; (b, c, d) Cut-
outs showing the defects due to (b) flow instability and random HDPE lamella orientation, (c) non-uniformity in the layer thicknesses and change in orientation of the HDPE
lamella, and (d) mixing of layers. Black scale bar is 1 mm and white scale bars are 200 nm.
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gradients, and processing rate. Hence, morphological analysis of
nanoscale features over mesoscopic to macroscopic length scale is
a prerequisite for a better understanding of processing-structure-
property relationships.

Fig. 8 shows a large-scale STEM map of 20/80 i-PP/HDPE multi-
layers, where the light phase represents the HDPE layers and dark
phase represents the i-PP layers. This multi-layer film was drawn
at the rate of 1.5 m/min at 40 °C. Information on STEM imaging
and EM sample preparation is given in the SI, Section XII. At first
glance, we can notice that the layers are not straight. White re-
gions (shown by arrows) in the large-scale map represents the
debris scattered across the section from microtoming. Mesoscale
variations, such as locally swollen HDPE layers (Fig. 8b), are no-
ticed over the entire area of the sample. These defects in layers are
caused by the flow instabilities during the processing, which in-
turn results in non-uniform layer thicknesses and hence the dis-
tance between the layers also changes, as shown in Fig. 8c and d.
These defects potentially disrupts the induced crystallinity and
their presence results in localized random orientation of the
crystalline phases (dark stripes in bright layers), as shown in
Fig. 8b, and in mixing of layers, as shown in Fig. 8d. It should be
noted that the image contrast is created by selective staining of the
amorphous parts in the HDPE layers and assuming a homogeneous
staining, a qualitative view on the amount of crystalline versus
amorphous HDPE can be obtained from local intensity averages,
apart from an analysis of the dark stripes resulting from an edge-
on view of crystalline lamellae. The random orientation of the
lamella in the localized defect regions is mainly induced by a slow
cooling rate. Nevertheless, HDPE lamella have a predominant
edge-on orientation (stacked perpendicular to the lateral side) in
the defect-free regions, as shown in Fig. 8c. Because the HDPE
lamella are thin, only a predominate edge-on orientation of i-PP
lamella is observed. The presence of defects due to flow in-
stabilities, such as layer thickness variability, disruption in the
preferred orientation of lamella and localized mixing of layers,
strongly indicates that the processing conditions and composition
of multi-layers can further be optimized.

A 80/20 i-PP/HDPE multi-layer polymer tape drawn at the same
rate and temperature (1.5 m/min at 40 °C) is shown in Fig. 9. Here
we can notice that the layers are lying almost horizontal along the
lateral direction throughout the lateral direction of the film while
mixing of layers is not evident. Also here the mesoscale flow in-
stability defects are noticed to be distributed throughout the large-
scale map (Fig. 9c). Besides that, in some regions, layer thickness
variations are also noticed over the width of the sample (Fig. 9d).
The orientations of HDPE lamella are almost similar to those of the
20/80 i-PP/HDPE multi-layer sample; however, some cross-
hatching (Fig. 9c) and localized flat-on orientation is noticed
(shown by arrows in Fig. 9c and d). Because of the thin layers of
HDPE lamella, the predominate edge-on orientation of i-PP lamella
is also visible at several regions. Although qualitatively the 80/20 i-
PP/HDPE multi-layer was observed to be better than the 20/80
i-PP/HDPE multi-layer, statistical information about these mor-
phological features over the thickness and along the film plane are
necessary to derive an optimum balance between layer composi-
tion, thickness, spacing, processing conditions and resulting bar-
rier properties.

Quantitative image analysis was employed to reveal the sta-
tistical distribution of these structural features. Here we focused
especially on the analysis of thickness and position of layers of 80/



Fig. 9. (a) Large-scale STEM micrographs of 80/20 i-PP/HDPE multi-layers; (b, c, d) Cut-outs from Fig. 9a showing (b) a relatively uniform layer thicknesses and spacing, c)
defects due to flow instability, (b) and (c) edge-on orientation of HDPE lamella and (d) non-uniformity in the layer thicknesses and flat-on orientation of HDPE lamella. Black
scale bar is 1 mm and white scale bars are 200 nm.

Fig. 10. Centroids (white dots) overlaid on the images for better illustration. Centroids were calculated for every 100 nm across the lateral side of the layers.

Fig. 11. (a) Centroids were connected along a HDPE layer over the complete large-area image gives information about the variation in the layer position; (b) Histogram
showing the distribution of the number of HDPE and i-PP layers present along the width. Number of layers was measured at the interval of 100 pixels in lateral direction.
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20 i-PP/HDPE multi-layer system to address the most obvious
quality sign of processing, i.e., homogeneity of layering. We de-
termined the position of each layer represented by centroids for
every 100 nm along the tape direction. The details of the image
analysis procedure are given in the SI, Section XIII. Briefly, quan-
tification involves anisotropic Gaussian filtering to smear-out the
crystallites, which aids the segmentation process and also to
suppress the effects of STEM scanning lines, segmentation by
Otsu-thresholding, and morphological closing operations followed
by determination of the local centroids. In Fig. 10, we displayed the
measured centroids representing the HDPE layers shown in
Fig. 9b–d. For better understanding we overlaid the centroids on
the top of the image. The centroids measured for the complete
large-scale STEM map are shown in Figure S15. By appropriate
analysis of centroids, we can track the defect zones, which leads to
the regions with potential change in morphologies. For instance,
by connecting the subsequent centroids along the width of the
same layer, the waviness and continuity of the layers is obtained as
shown in Fig. 11a. Although qualitatively the layers are observed to
be rather uniform and continuous, the quantitative analysis
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reveals the significant waviness in layers, which is inaccessible by
visual qualitative analysis, which also suggests the massive varia-
tion in thicknesses of layers. These thickness variations can be
tracked by extending the above procedure to all the layers (both
HDPE and i-PP layers) along the transverse direction. Illustration of
such connected centroids along the width of all the layers results
in an incomprehensible graph; hence, in Figure S16, we have
shown such connected centroids in 3 dimensions illustrating the
waviness of subsequent HDPE layers for the cut-outs shown in
Fig. 9. By measuring the distance between the 2 subsequent HDPE
centroids in transverse direction, the local thickness of i-PP layer
can be determined and vice-versa. Any increase or decrease in
thickness from the expected thickness shows the defect zone.
Besides that, the intensity of the defects from one end to another
end (transverse direction) can be identified by measuring the
average distance between subsequent layers as shown in Figure
S17. The peaks (shown by arrows in Figure S17) represents the
strong localized defect region in multi-layers. The above analysis
also yields information about the distribution in number of HDPE
and i-PP layers along the width of the sample as shown in Fig. 11b.
This analysis reveals that, although the multi-layer fabrication
technique was intended to fabricate same number of sandwiched
HDPE and i-PP layers, it was not achieved over the entire sample
and shows the potential change in the crystallite orientations
across the sample. DSC measurements reveals 38% and 47% of
crystallinity in the i-PP and HDPE phases, respectively. Visually we
notice that∼50% of the area is occupied by dark stripes in the
HDPE layers. Although this observation matches approximately
with the DSC measurements, as mentioned, we cannot obtain
conclusive results from a 2D analysis of a 3D morphology. Quan-
tification of area fraction of HDPE resulted 32% HDPE, to be com-
pared with 20% nominally. This increase in HDPE content is mainly
due to flow instability defects (locally swollen HDPE along a layer)
that are distributed throughout the sample. These localized in-
creases in the amount of HDPE apparently increases the overall
area fraction in the segmented image.
8. Conclusions and outlook

We have shown that quantitative nanoscopy (large-scale (S)
TEM imaging, stitching and quantification) is a powerful technique
well-suited for the quantitative analysis of polymers and compo-
sites that are structured over multiple length scales. This metho-
dology renders electron microscopy to be closer to becoming a
bulk characterization tool and allows an appealing bottom-up
understanding of multi-scale assembly to material properties. To
that purpose a versatile, large-scale EM imaging toolbox (TU/e
Acquisition ToolBox) was developed, in which imaging can be per-
formed both in STEM as well as in TEM mode together with an
independent stitching module to stitch acquired EM images (TU/e
Stitcher). The TU/e Acquisition ToolBox and TU/e Stitcher can be
downloaded from: http://sourceforge.net/projects/tue-acquisi
tion-toolbox/. We illustrated the power of such an analysis by
examining two multi-scale morphologies over a much larger
length scale than conventionally performed. For the spin-coated
polymer latex-SWCNT composite, the analysis revealed the pre-
sence of three-tier hierarchical length scale morphology, including
oriented and non-oriented SWCNT areas. For the multi-layer co-
extruded i-PP/HDPE polymer tapes, the analysis indicated the
presence of several types of defects, of which the amount and
spatial distribution could be quantitatively assessed. For both cases
it is unlikely that conventional analysis would have discovered the
features indicated.
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